DISC 1

46  TAKE IT EASY
25  WITCHY WOMAN
58  PEACEFUL EASY FEELING
78  DESPERADO
67  TEQUILA SUNRISE
98  DOOLIN-DALTON
104  ALREADY GONE
84  THE BEST OF MY LOVE
114  JAMES DEAN
124  OL' 55
136  MIDNIGHT FLYER
146  ON THE BORDER
187  LYIN' EYES
174  ONE OF THESE NIGHTS
161  TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT
40  AFTER THE THRILL IS GONE
196  HOTEL CALIFORNIA
DISC 2

209  LIFE IN THE FAST LANE
220  WASTED TIME
230  VICTIM OF LOVE
240  THE LAST RESORT
256  NEW KID IN TOWN
280  PLEASE COME HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
266  HEARTACHE TONIGHT
288  THE SAD CAFÉ
296  I CAN'T TELL YOU WHY
306  THE LONG RUN
249  IN THE CITY
318  THOSE SHOES
336  SEVEN BRIDGES ROAD
346  LOVE WILL KEEP US ALIVE
329  GET OVER IT
362  HOLE IN THE WORLD
TAKE IT EASY

Words and Music by
JACKSON BROWNE and GLENN FREY

G or G C or C D7sus G6
G7 D Em Em9 Em7 Am Csus F9

Moderately fast \( \text{TEMPO} = 160 \)

Intro:

G C D7sus C

Elect. Gtr. I (clear tone)

Take It Easy - 12 - 1
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